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There was a time on Earth - the so-called pre-verbal time - when men had not yet
developed their verbality, and did not communicate with each other in words.
Then an extended evolutionary period developed the so-called verbal era, in which
languages were born.
These substantially changed the relationships between men, the way they
communicated and understood, and the whole of human life on the planet changed
radically.
And today we find ourselves living in an era of transformation so radical, similar to the
one that transformed the preverbal era into the verbal era, and similar to the great
evolutionary transformations that marked the history of humanity on this planet, from
the era of graffiti drawn on caves, to the web.
And the interpreters of these processes are us: men born in these years, and you
young people, who are creating the future.
Today we are evolving from the era of efficiency, to the era of an expanded
consciousness of the life that we are.
And we are all called to found a cultural and social context, and a mental and thought
structure, not based on functionality, but on life.
In a historical and evolutionary moment like the present one, the responsibility for the
evolution of life is, as never before, in the hands of man.
Today even the most advanced frontiers of science lead us to recognize that the nature
of all that exists is not coherent with a fragmented vision of reality, defined as the sum
of separate and distinct entities, but is an undivided essence: which is life itself, the life
we are.
Where our breathing is nothing other, or separate, or divided, from the breathing of life
itself. And in the stream of vital phenomena, the flow of emerging events always leads
us towards life, towards that path that everyone is ready to create with his conscious
presence.
Each one of us is endowed with natural attitudes and qualities, capable of bearing its
own fruits. Like every plant on earth, it offers its fruits.
And the consciousness of the life that we are, is the essential input that every day
activates in us the discovery of what we are brought to create: giving shape to new,
expanded, vital perspectives and solutions.
Life, where the rhythm of the heart of the living beings is not 'other' or 'distinct' from the
rhythm of life in the galaxies, also manifests itself as a field of infinite latent possibilities,
waiting to be grasped and brought to light by our awareness, by our human sense of
wonder, by our ability to be amazed and transformed, by our yearning to understand
and discover, which is alive in everyone, always, without limits.
Given even the modern theories of complexity, today we know that in the complex
reality in which we live, where everything is interconnected, even the slightest change
of a minimum variable, can generate enormous variations in the entire life field.
And in this context, we are called to recognize that our presence, our awareness, our

own thoughts constantly create an imprint, inform, influence and literally transform the
field of existence and information in which we are immersed and of which we are
made.
The invitation is to be aware of the life which we are.
And to never stop grasping and expressing what we dream of: that creative and vital
input that inspires us in our depths, which is an expression of our most essential self.
And the invitation is even to perceive and follow that which wonders and amazes us,
which speaks to us about us, and leads us to know ourselves, as it resonates and
reflects essential qualities of our nature.
What inspires us and leads us to intuit, to explore, to discover, to create, since ever,
since we came to light, does not cease to offer us the energy that leads us to give
shape to new answers, to discoveries, to enlightening solutions, to those expanded
perspectives that we all yearn for.
Natural processes, and the vital intelligence that transforms and renews life in
microorganisms as in the cosmos, teach us that in the process of life, the existence of
goals is not the premise for its development. Rather, every result is the consequence of
the ability of the living to respond sensibly to vital inputs, to be transformed by them,
and to follow them with a coherent intelligence.
Every vital goal therefore does not consist in itself in the achievement of a set
objective, nor is it intrinsic to impelling rhythms created for the purpose of achieving
performances or productive interests of any kind.
Instead, each vital goal or result reveals itself to be the path itself: with the intellectual
and operational qualities and modalities with which the goal is pursued.
Tuned to this context, even a recent UN program has proposed a new training model
that prepares students "not for good grades, but for life".
In the flow of life, the goal is the path itself. And the goal does not consist of a 'thing', a
quantity or a product, but is the expression of how man's intelligence and the
consciousness of life which he is, manifest themselves. And how man intuits, follows
and gives form to the information emerging from the field of existence. It is in this way
that projects and creations can express the excellent and unequivocal quality in the
vital achievement of a goal.
Today the cultural and thought structure in which we live implies techniques, protocols,
logical models that codify and define vital processes, for diagnostic, functional and
productive purposes.
But as in music, any model that defines it, is not coherent with the uniqueness of
musical harmony that breathes in nonlocal extensions, that is, with the invisible and
radiant vital symphony along its flowing.
What model could ever represent or define human life, infused with the living
intelligence, as rich and fleeting as reality itself, which generates the flow of life?
And what model could ever imply the flowing uniqueness and the marvellous constant
evolution of a man, continuously recreated and regenerated even by his every
interrelation, thought, wonder, yearning, need, question?
The forma mentis that develops functional logic, methods, algorithms, computer
science, has even compared the intelligence of man with the AI of computers.
But in such context the substantial misunderstanding consists:
- both in identifying the meaning and the goal of such comparison in the result achieved
by a living intelligence, put in relation with an artificial intelligence, as for example the
evaluation of the chances of winning in a game of Chess or Go.

- and in making AI the measure of living intelligence: on the contrary, there is no
program that can include all the answers that a man can express in his
interrelationships with life. Such misunderstandings therefore disregard the vital
intelligence inherent in man:
- in his modality of expressing himself as a living consciousness in daily vital
interrelationships.
- in the everyday experiences where even every thought constantly re-creates the
person
- in the intelligent intuiting and responding to the nonlocal eloquence of the infinite
information emerging from the field of existence: an eloquence that constantly inspires
the entire evolution of life.
The constant daily questions and challenges that emerge - as Einstein argued - do not
find solutions in the spatio-temporal dimension of problems.
Latent evolutionary possibilities and vital solutions breathe in and emerge from
nonlocal extensions of existence.
They are grasped by awed men, aware and awakened by the spark of life inherent in
the human being, and by the grandeur and eloquence that the whole reality manifests.
It is that spark that constantly transforms and regenerates us, arouses new questions,
expands the yearning to understand, and engenders cosmic expansion.
In the great need for transformation in this new evolutionary era of human history, it is
that spark that leads us today to begin from ourselves:
- to become conscious co-creators of the evolution of life on the planet,
- while it entrusts fully in our hands the transformation of the culture of models and
functionality, into a culture of life.

